The Two Sudans : Some Aspects of the South
of women though in many places not a great one.    In
Mongalla it appears to be about ten per cent.
That modification of ideas should come about more
slowly in the religious than in the secular sphere is in-
evitable, but in the attitude to native institutions and
beliefs this may lead to divergence between Missions and
Administrations. On the administrative side there has
been throughout Africa a complete revolution of ideas
since the War, a revolution epitomised by the phrase
" Native Administration," the basic idea of which is that
western civilisation in all its forms is not necessarily good
for the African, and that it is the duty of the trustee
nations to preserve, adapting if necessary, as much as
possible of native institutions and culture, that what is
wanted is not an imitation European but a better African.
In the Mission sphere while the old idea that all " heathen "
customs are necessarily pernicious has been greatly
modified, and while there are definite signs that the extent
to which native beliefs and customs, such as initiation
and ancestor worship, can be tolerated, is receiving atten-
tion, there is a much greater " lag " than in secular ideas.
It is clear that a chief's son who has received a Mission
education may find himself, on succeeding his father, in
a position of painfully conflicting loyalties if he is expected,
qua chief, to practise observances which the Missions
condemn.
In some cases there may be misconceptions on the
missionary part as to the objects of indirect rule, which
may be regarded as aimed at stereotyping existing insti-
tutions to the exclusion of future progress.
Native ad ministration presents problems quite unknown
in the north. The accepted object of indirect rule, is to
build up the structure on existing native institutions.
But where those institutions are so tenuous, and the
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